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children 
enquire about my health 
before making a request

Nikolay Grankin (Russia)

…Kids are good psychologists, especially if they want something, even when they 
grow up and have kids of their own. At some point, however, when children realise that 
their parents are not going to be around forever and they need to take care of them, 
as they are the only parents they will ever have, they acquire this particular quality of 
sensitivity mixed with pragmatism. They know that parents will usually do everything 
they can to help their kids overcome anything that life throws at them. When some 
people grow up, they try not to bother their folks with their problems at all, while others 
go to the other extreme and continue “using” their parents as much as they can, but 
not everybody understands that being useful to their children is sometimes the only 
thing that keeps their parents going. This is of course not applicable to everybody and 
to all situations. Most of the times, however, we hide our smiles and only pretend that 
we fall for the little tricks of our grown-up children, which they play to come to terms 
with their own consciousness and with us, and happily wait for the next opportunity 
to be useful and helpful again…

Nataly Levi, 
April 2016

EdItor’S ChoICE
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she keeps it 
all wrapped inside 
Hello Kitty lunchbox

Gregory Longenecker (USA)

Does senryu always have to be humorous, ironic or simply witty? Does it always have to 
mock people’s flaws or comment on social issues? If we take classic senryu (old senryu 
or kosenryu) we’ll notice that the vast majority of poems, written between the middle 
of the XVIII century and the beginning of the XIX century, were exactly like that. Three 
main qualities of kosenryu (okashimi, karumi and ugachi) made it a comic literary form 
despite the fact that the subject matter of senryu has always been very serious, far 
more serious than admiring the full moon or sighing at the sight of falling petals.

From the beginning of the XX century, however, senryu ceased to perceived only as 
a comic genre, as a result of change in tone and shift of accent in many poems that 
were considered to be senryu. Pocking and mocking were replaced with sympathy 
and empathy, witty wordplay transformed into simplicity, and the entire scene shifted 
from the licensed quarters, myths and legends to the reality of our lives.

In this poem, we unmistakably recognise a little girl, most probably a prep school 
pupil. She is stressed out about something, but she does not share her worries with 
her friends or parents. She keeps it locked inside. How to find a key to this fragile box? 
How to open it without damaging it by pressing too hard? How to help her lift the 
heavy weight from her heart? With a few precise words, the poet managed to convey 
these feelings, showing us only a little lunch box.

A very delicate senryu.

Vladislav Vassiliev, 
January 2016
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childhood movie 
all heroes 
are younger than me

Ami (Russia)

When you are a kid, you want to grow up as fast as possible, because then you can 
finally make your wildest dreams come true: you can conquer the Mt.  Everest, dive 
into the Mariana Trench,  win the Paris-Dakar rally or discover a new dimension.

Later on, when the life problems start creeping up on you slowly, your dreams do not 
simply go away, of course — they are just postponed for a little while,  because first 
you need to graduate from the Uni, find a good job, make enough money to finally 
fulfil your dream…

Suddenly, the time comes when you completely forget about your dreams,  and your 
only dream is to be able to sleep until midday... One day, however,  your own kid comes 
up to you and says excitedly: “You know, when I grow up…”

Valeria Simonova-Cecon,

October 2015
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granddad and I 
catching sunbeams 
in a medal “For Victory”

Alexander Novozhilov (Russia)

There is no doubt, of course, that this medal is something the grandfather, a war 
veteran, is very proud of. Nowadays,  the old heroes of the WWII, including Stalin, 
are on the one hand idolized and worshiped, but on the other hand are meticulously 
scrutinized. Both trends, taken to the extreme, devalue our history and cast a shadow 
over the Great Victory, blur the line between the real pride and conspicuous pathos, 
reduce the military awards and decorations to the status of meaningless toys, but most 
importantly, they divide people. 

In this poem, the grandfather managed to escape the trap of his own ego and 
memories. He preserved his dramatic past the way it is supposed to be preserved — 
like a tree accumulating growth rings inside itself with every passing year. This medal 
is the most precious thing that the grandchild and the grandfather have at this 
particular moment, the thing that unites the two generations and deepens their mutual 
understanding. It’s their light-hearted bonding and salute to peace and happiness, 
which is exactly what our grandfathers fought for.

Nataly Levi 
July 2015
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SEnryu and KyoKa

childhood movie 
some things still remain 
black and white 
Polina Pecherskaya (Russia)

green grocer 
sighs now and then 
about the “old times” 
Philmore Place (Belarus)

with each year passing 
the number of the candles grows 
the breath weakens 
Marco Pilotto (Italy)

empty office — 
only the hat 
is busy 
Vincenzo Adamo (Italy)

dawn 
the herd replaces 
its shepherd 
Diana Petkova (Bulgaria)
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election year 
losing confidence 
in the process 
Michael Henry Lee (USA)

pirate moon 
his wrecked  
hover board 
Jan Benson (USA)

Rubik’s cube — 
divorce papers lie under 
the only finished side 
Shloka Shankar (India)

after the wind 
some of her eyelashes 
cling to his coat 
Ali Znaidi (Tunisia)

my shadow 
no grey beard 
no wrinkles 
Vladimir Agranovsky (Russia)
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kindergarten 
everybody uses their own letters 
in the message to Santa 
Nikolay Grankin (Russia)

“He is funny” — 
A damn serious reason 
For marriage 
Elena Anohina (Russia)

we clear 
the broken crockery 
quarrel ends 
Archana Kapoor Nagpal (India)

all I feel like eating 
is Belgian chocolate 
first pregnancy 
Archana Kapoor Nagpal (India)

an old couple 
a bottle of water in the bag 
and a modest bouquet 
Nikolay Grankin (Russia)
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Two boys 
Share 
The dog walking 
Alexander Galkin (Russia)

first snow 
early in the morning 
the carpet beaters 
Alexander Shytkovskiy (Ukraine)

Blonde… brunette… 
I do not know whom to offer 
My seat to. 
Alexander Galkin (Russia)

silver wedding — 
everyone hugs 
their cats 
Radka Mindova (Bulgaria)

approaching the age 
when I can start relationships 
on social networks 
Alexey Fan (Russia)
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no one has scolded me 
for the toilet seat 
for a very long time 
Maurizio Petruccioli (Italy)

after I got this phone as a gift 
the conversations with my kids 
became shorter 
Nikolay Grankin (Russia)

the rain outside 
dubs my drip 
unsynchronized 
Vladimir Agranovsky (Russia)

the only son — 
so it was me whom my mom bequeathed 
her earrings to 
Vincenzo Adamo (Italy)

mixed marriage 
the dog follows instructions 
in three languages 
Nadezhda Stanilova (Bulgaria)
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at the gym 
working out 
a relationship 
Michael Dylan Welch (USA)

ex-spouses — 
their names are next to each other again 
among the “likes” 
Anna Ladina (Russia)

Chinese New Year 
the peddler оf charms 
palms off last year’s 
Zornitza Harizanova (Bulgaria)

golden jubilee 
in every photograph 
we pull our bellies 
Archana Kapoor Nagpal (India)

children 
enquire about my health 
before making a reques 
Nikolay Grankin (Russia)
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like a weed in a flower bed 
I am rooted deeply 
in the social network 
Svetlana Teslinova (Russia)

Valentine’s Day — 
a bachelor launches 
a new start-up 
Hana Nestieva (Israel)

looking 
deep into my soul 
blonde optician 
Freddy Ben-Arroyo (Israel)

wedding photo 
looking for someone 
to shoot 
Sergey Shpichenko (Ukraine)

late chrysanthemum — 
now I have something to talk about 
with my neighbour 
Anna Ladina (Russia)
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waiting for Santa 
a girl makes a snowflake 
out of a store receipt 
Nikolay Grankin (Russia)

holiday dinner 
this too 
shall pass 
Michael Henry Lee  (USA)

elections day 
in a small village 
grain is swapped for sugar 
Milena Veleva (Bulgaria)

Third edition, 
Revised and expanded. 
The Schindler’s List 
Alexandra Perfilova (Ukraine)

extraordinary news  
in grandmother’s knitting 
more holes 
Pepa Odjakova (Bulgaria)
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free lunch 
in the school cafeteria 
by the back door 
they fill up the saucers 
for the dogs 
Alexey Fan (Russia)

overweight  
man’s first day gym  
sweating trainer 
Ramesh Anand (India)

I was never good 
at physics…. 
at chemistry, however..! 
Polina Pecherskaya (Russia)

colonnades of light… 
the flamingos’ legs 
seen from afar 
Ali Znaidi (Tunisia)

happy hour 
the barmaid laughs 
at all my jokes 
Michael Henry Lee  (USA)
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watching scream  
my child tightens  
her grip on teddy 
Ramesh Anand (India)

flowers 
that are prettier than the others 
are picked one by one 
Maurizio Petruccioli (Italy)

end of the year — 
I can’t remember 
my resolutions 
Michael Dylan Welch (USA)

In a garden square: 
a path leading nowhere 
at the end of the day 
An evening stroll 
to the nearest lamp post 
Liudmila Solomatina (Russia)

Childhood photo 
Is looking at me 
With astonishment… 
Vladimir Boiko (Russia)
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Home sweet home… 
On my sandals, I brought the dust  
of the distant roads. 
An autumn rain has washed away 
all traces of my troubles… 
Kuruma Takumi (Russia)

old folks’ home 
dead leaves gathered 
around the roots 
Lana Fedotova (Russia)

two rats on 
the wet platform
station for two 
Iliyana Stoyanova (UK)

divorce — 
she takes the tureen 
and he — the ladle 
Diana Teneva (Bulgaria)

winter timetable 
a bus stop is littered 
with cigarette butts 
Nadezhda Stanilova 
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(Bulgaria)

fairness cream 
in my mirror 
a shade fairer 
Archana Kapoor Nagpal (India)

unequal marriage — 
the female basketball team 
are the bridesmaids 
Lana Fedotova (Russia)

to the top floor 
of Sheraton hotel 
for fall colour hunting 
Eiko Yachimoto (Japan)

swaying aft and fore — 
first mate’s 
ponytail 
Barbara Hay (USA)

Hello Russia — 
The clock turns back 
To local time… 
Inna Grinchel (Russia)
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adjusting the watch band 
on top of her tattoo — 
new kindergarten teacher 
Tzetzka Ilieva (Bulgaria/USA)

she keeps it 
all wrapped inside 
Hello Kitty lunchbox 
Gregory Longenecker (USA)

how many hearts 
to colour in — 
old girl’s album 
Milena Veleva (Bulgaria)

A cheap bouquet 
And matching earrings. 
10th anniversary. 
Alexander Galkin (Russia)

overcast sky 
and my boss’s 
matching suit 
Nikolay Grankin (Russia)
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another jubilee 
our chief accountant’s 
golden teeth 
Vladimir Agranovsky (Russia)

hospital for government officials 
old men keep step 
with one another 
Nikolay Grankin (Russia)

one way street 
smile, whatever comes your way 
the billboard suggests 
Lana Fedotova (Russia)

road to the cemetery 
the pedestrian crossing sign 
is finally erected 
Alexander Shytkovskiy (Ukraine)

long-distance relationship 
their voices 
keep on breaking up 
Tzetzka Ilieva (Bulgaria/USA)
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Background noise 
Today — TV, yesterday — PC… 
The story of my love. 
Inna Grinchel  (Russia)

girl on the underground 
a doggy sticks its tongue out 
from under her jacket 
Vladimir Agranovsky (Russia)

a giggle 
breaks the silence 
wet umbrellas 
Deborah P Kolodji (USA)

not a single soul 
hailstones are pounding 
the inflatable floats 
Sergey Shpichenko (Ukraine)

pitchfork and rake 
in the godforsaken village 
evening news 
Slava Sakhalinsky (Russia)
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selling Mom’s place  
the neighbors ask  
the final sales price 
Gregory Longenecker (USA)

neatly wrapped 
(like everything in this country) 
a stone from Mt. Fuji 
Peter Savchenko (Russia)

remote village 
everything is ready for the arrival 
of the rubbish truck 
Peter Savchenko (Russia)

in the supermarket 
on a separate shelf — 
healthy food 
Zoran Doderovic (Serbia)

shadows on the beach 
at sunset my legs are longer  
than a supermodel’s 
Zornitza Harizanova (Bulgaria)
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IQ test on cell phone — 
the fish carrying my rod 
along the river 
Lavana Kray (Romania)

Upside down mirror 
A comment under the photo 
“Charismatic chick” 
Miroslava Slavnaya (Russia)

autumn sale — 
in the shop window 
my shadow 
Radka Mindova (Bulgaria)

free pumpkin pies! 
crowd of people pushing on 
the pull door 
Lavana Kray (Romania)

workers’ bus 
no one wipes 
the fogged up windows 
Alexander Shytkovskiy (Ukraine)
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first light — 
suitcases huddle 
by the tour bus 
Barbara Hay (USA)

awful cafeteria 
before the man eats 
takes off his glasses 
David Oates (USA)

hot words 
and then 
the autumn chill 
Raamesh Gowri Raghavan (India)

lost wedding ring 
he puts a bandage 
on his finger 
Gergana Yaninska (Bulgaria)

forgiveness 
I add his photo back 
to the album 
Gergana Yaninska (Bulgaria)
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imigran… 
the useless medicine is again 
in the pharmacy window 
Polina Pecherskaya (Russia)

sign on the side 
of the casket company’s truck 
“Please Drive Carefully” 
David Oates (USA)

lost passport 
a fading shadow 
of a man 
Vessislava Savova (Bulgaria)

finale... 
the audience claps 
with relief 
Raamesh Gowri Raghavan (India)

border guard — 
paging through my poems 
in latex gloves 
Barry George (USA)
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cloudy day 
watching the eclipse 
on the TV 
Iliyana Stoyanova (UK)

The neighbour removes 
The load-bearing beam. 
Life is interesting… 
Eugene Ivanitsky (Russia)

family burial plot — 
near the maid’s tomb 
a besom 
Radka Mindova (Bulgaria)

Department of philology. 
The watchwomen mull over 
The epic anthems. 
La Pen (Russia)

countersanctions 
from now on I’ll drink 
only Russian vodka 
Alexey Fan (Russia)
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Memorial board. 
The dreams of a young poet 
covered with patina. 
Zoran Doderovic (Serbia)

second marriage 
another time I wear 
the same gown 
Archana Kapoor Nagpal (India)

granddad and I 
catching sunbeams 
in a medal “For Victory” 
Alexander Novozhilov (Russia)

a send-off 
my cooking is now someone’s 
“taste of home” 
Radion Khuzin (Russia)

old ladies 
are exchanging 
new symptoms 
Santal (Russia)
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Father’s day.  
Daddy repairs  
broken toys...  
Zornitza Harizanova (Bulgaria)

flowers for the jubilee 
the modest ones survived 
the longest 
Nikolay Grankin (Russia)

New teacher 
The lipstick on senior schoolgirls 
Is a bit brighter 
Miroslava Slavnaya (Russia)

candlelit dinner 
the vegetarian eyes me 
greedily 
Polina Pecherskaya (Russia)

1:30 am 
the fridge squeaks 
pitifully 
You-you (Russia)
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Saturday 
the morning stretches 
past the lunchtime 
Radion Khuzin (Russia)

rain in the forest 
the mushroom gatherers 
obstruct each other 
Pepa Odjakova (Bulgaria)

Birthday 
I blow the candles out 
At third attempt 
Miroslava Slavnaya (Russia)

courtesy visit 
the persimmons are touched 
with coolness 
Sergey Shpichenko (Ukraine)

in the supermarket 
a man of my dreams!.. 
with a full trolley 
Polina Pecherskaya (Russia)
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fresh air 
high in the mountains 
I’m lighting up 
Alexander Novozhilov (Russia)

I feel it in my skin 
how much I miss you, 
the lost ring 
hana (Israel)

145th friend 
on the facebook — 
my ex-husband 
Polina Pecherskaya (Russia)

yellow leaves 
grandma sweeps up 
yesterday’s storm 
Raamesh Gowri Raghavan (India)

the Zoo 
a farewell selfie — 
with a lion 
Milena Veleva (Bulgaria)
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flea market 
the eyes of an orphan 
shine like oranges 
Zoran Doderovic (Serbia)

exchange student 
I barter grammar 
for love 
Shloka Shankar (India)

my wife’s barrette 
I stealthily remove 
a grey hair 
Nikolay Grankin (Russia)

gamma therapy ward — 
the women in the waiting room  
discuss a bra with nipples 
Maya Lyubenova (Bulgaria)

By the church 
The midges bite 
Mercilessly. 
Elena Anokhina (Russia)
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scarier 
than the end of the world 
the end of the month 
Marco Pilotto (Italy)

after Halloween... 
she invites her neighbor 
to roasted pumpkin 
Gergana Yaninska (Bulgaria)

cooking channel 
mom’s cooking becomes 
less frequent 
Nikolay Grankin (Russia)

staff cuts 
the office secretary 
files her nails 
Sergey Shpichenko (Ukraine)

digestive 
leisurely debates 
about the food chain 
Elina Vitomskaya  (Russia)
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globalisation 
the cross border train 
speaks Bulgarian 
Nadezhda Stanilova (Bulgaria)

dentist understands 
what patient says even 
without consonants 
David Oates (USA)

it made me jump 
the twittering out of nowhere: 
the mobile phone 
Dragan Ristic (Serbia)

kids of the same age 
we quickly start calling each other 
by our first names 
Nikolay Grankin (Russia)

a donkey eating 
the first spring flowers: 
making his own bouquet 
Danko B. Marin (Serbia)
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Pigs in blankets 
Christmas, birthday, 
funeral 
Alexander Novozhilov (Russia)

suburbs 
a boy repeats after his mum 
the request to stop the bus 
Nikolay Grankin (Russia)

the promised land  
through the barbed wire fence  
migrants entering  
Zoran Doderovic (Serbia)

hall of mirrors 
at the door the cashier 
listens to the news 
Alexander Shytkovskiy (Ukraine)

Hiroshima Memorial day 
I go over the History 
еngraved on marble plaques 
Zornitza Harizanova (Bulgaria)
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tongueless bell 
the guide tells us about 
historical facts 
Nikolay Grankin (Russia)

Greek 
Credit history 
Will become a legend 
Elena Anokhina (Russia)

old shoe  
where the road was  
now a hole is 
Zoran Doderovic (Serbia)

at the dentist’s 
one can hear the door 
is squeaking, too 
Dragan Ristic (Serbia)

flea market 
at the old man’s feet 
the ruler’s busts 
Sergey Shpichenko 
(Ukraine)
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rehearsals 
he combs his hair 
over his bald head 
Archana Kapoor Nagpal (India)

hushed laughs 
echoing one another 
summer evening 
Andrea Cecon (Italy)

sitting on the bench 
in the playground… 
a children’s book image 
of a man sitting on the bench 
in the playground 
Freddy Ben-Arroyo (Israel)

toddler group 
the cut out stars are yet 
pointless 
Nikolay Grankin (Russia)

fly, petal, fly… 
in the news segment 
the ex-governor 
Ivan Krotov (Russia)
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dinner party 
look, the old pepper mill 
outlived them all 
Ivan Krotov (Russia)

headlines… 
the obituary page 
looks brighter 
Maya Lyubenova (Bulgaria)

childhood movie 
all heroes 
are younger than me 
Ami (Russia)

the show starts 
the second ticket becomes 
a spare one 
Sergey Shpichenko (Ukraine)

end of the day 
women look back 
at the shop windows 
Diana Petkova (Bulgaria)
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dimples on the cheeks… 
the traffic situation 
is complicated  
Milena Veleva (Bulgaria)

missile designer  
slows his car—  
squirrel 
David Oates (USA)

«I am delighted 
that soon we’ll be landing 
on Mars,» 
said my neighbour 
ninety two years old  
Dragan Ristic (Serbia)

birthday 
she removes a few candles 
from the cake 
Gergana Yaninska (Bulgaria)

the last words 
of my grandmother 
see you in heaven 
Iriewani (Japan)
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Issa and senryu: Interview with Chris drake

Chris Drake is a renowned scholar of Japanese literature who has been living in Japan 
for a long time. After getting his Ph.D. from Harvard he taught Japanese Literature and 
Comparative Literature at Atomi University in Japan for almost thirty years until he 
retired. Chris has also translated Japanese poetry (mostlyhaikai no renga) and prose 
into English.

He participates in renga compositions both in English and in Japanese. One of his 
interests is in the poetry of Kobayashi Issa: for the last few years, Chris has been 
translating in and commenting on Issa’s hokku in the closed Internet group Haikai Talk 
and simultaneously on Translating Haiku.

Thank you Chris for agreeing to answer our questions.

***

Ёrshik: Chris, thank you very much for agreeing to answer our questions. To start, could you 
tell our readers a little bit about yourself, please? What genres and periods of the Japanese 
poetry interest you most? What is the focus of your research? Which topics do you find most 
fascinating?

CD: I’m from Massachusetts in the U.S. I studied free verse writing under Robert Fitzgerald 
and Elizabeth Bishop and have published free-verse poems. I went to graduate school 
because I became very interested in Japanese poetry in translations by Kenneth Rexroth 
as well as by readingthe poems of George Oppen and Gary Snyder. I also became very 
interested in linked poetry after reading Renga by Octavio Paz and three other poets. 
At the time I didn’t understand the difference between renga and haikai, but luckily I 
had some very good teachers, and I soon discovered Danrinhaikai and learned about 
the 17th-century haikai poet and novelist Ihara Saikaku. I came to Japan to do research 
on Saikaku’shaikai, but I found that for some strange reason few scholars had studied 
his haikai in depth, though his novels have received lots of attention. Only later did I 
discover that this was mainly because Basho had spoken disparagingly about Saikaku’s 
«vulgar» haikai, and Basho’s opinion was regarded as almost semi-divine, even among 
most scholars. In addition, since Saikaku and other Danrinhaijin used lots of colloquial 
and humorous expressions, their works were generally harder to read and interpret 
than the haikai of Basho or Buson, which have been explicated since the late 17th 
century by their own followers and others. Luckily I was able to study with a great 
Saikaku scholar, the late Maeda Kingorō. Not only did he love the «low» language the 
Danrin poets used, but he had a wonderful sense of humor himself. With his help, I 
stayed in Japan and settled down here. I finally finished my dissertation on Saikaku’s 
thousand-verse requiem renku for his wife, who died when she was only twenty-five. I 
published an annotated translation of the first hundred verses, andI’m still working on 
polishing an annotated translation of all the thousand verses. I’ve also concentrated 
on translating medieval Ryukyuan shamanic omoro songs and other Danrinhaikai 

buraShI
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works by Sōin and single-theme love sequences by the late Danrin poet Tantan and 
the Edo-za poet Senshū, and I’ve translated and annotated a kasenrenku by Basho and 
by Buson. I also translated some Edo-period works plus a long Buson free-verse poem 
for the Columbia anthology. Above all, I’m also nearing completion of an annotated 
translation of Saikaku’s haibun fiction masterpiece, Life of a Sensuous Man, a work that 
has many different levels and whose chapters interlink like large-scale renku verses. In 
my spare time I do a little translating of Issa, who was very fond of Saikaku.

When I finish off my Saikaku translations, I would like to do two things. One, since I 
like to write renku, is todevelop rules (shikimoku) for senryu-style renku in English and 
perhaps Japanese as well. Most of the Japanese-based formats for renku in English go 
back to high renga and Basho-style renku. As I mentioned, there are a few Edo-period 
senryu-renku, and in the twentieth century there are a few more. Right now I’m trying 
to get hold of the texts of some experimental senryu-renku written by the senryu poet 
Jakurō and his colleagues right after the end of the war, when the feeling of liberation 
from fascism was strong among many Japanese writers. After I see how other modern 
senryu-renku poets modified traditional renku rules, I want to try to put a set of loose 
rules together. The high renga-renku format is pretty restraining in some respects, and 
in my opinion some of these old rules which remain in effect simply because they are 
old and venerable make it difficult to compose hundred-verse hyakuinrenku and even 
kasenrenku in English. We need rules that allow for more variation and free-wheeling 
changes of rhythm. And second, I’d like to write a book about different styles of linking 
in traditional Japanese renku. Right now, most of the work on linking in English is 
based on high renga and Basho- and Buson-style renku, so I want to balance that 
account with low traditions like Danrin and Edo-za.

Ёrshik: When people discuss difference between haiku and senryu, a topic of Issa’s poetry 
often comes up. Having read many of your excellent and insightful commentaries of Issa’s 
haiku in the Haikai Talk group, we hope you will help us better understand Issa’s work, how 
senryu and other comic genres influenced his poetry and what differentiates Issa’s poems 
from senryu.

CD: Before I get to your questions, please allow me to say a few words about the term 
«senryu.» I will use this word with invisible question marks to mean «so-called senryu» 
throughout my answers. The term senryu is a misnomer and the source of a lot of 
discomfort and discussion among many modern senryu poets and a fair number of 
progressive or nontraditional haiku poets in Japan. The reason is because it is the haimyō 
or haikai name of the zappai judge of verses Karai Senryū, who made his style of zappai 
very famous through his sensitivity and skill at judging Edo zappai verses and through 
the collections of outstanding zappai verses he printed in Edo. In Senryū’s time the 
outstanding zappai verses he carefully chose and printed were called mainly «[zappai] 
verses chosen by Senryu» or kyōku, that is, «crazy [zappai] verses.» It is very doubtful 
that Senryū or his readers thought of the pairs of zappai he chose as a separate genre 
but rather as humorous, nonseasonalhaikai, since zappai was a subgenre of haikai. 
Thus when anthologies of the best verses from Senryū’s choices began to be published, 
the main editor, Goryōken Arubeshi, called the anthology volumes Haifū Yanagidaru, or 
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«Haikai-style Willow Casks [of sake].» Goryōken’s introductions also suggest that he 
regarded the verses chosen by Senryū that he chose to anthologize to be a form that 
is similar to haikai and that lies somewhere between haikai and zappai. The second 
volume of the Yanagidaru anthology even contains a thirty-six verse haikaikasen 
written in a somewhat informal, zappai style.

After 1867, when the shogunate was overthrown, however, westernization began at 
a furious pace, and many new concepts of literature entered Japanese discourses and 
ways of thinking. Several outstanding poets emerged who rejected Shiki’s dismissal 
ofso-called «senryu,» zappai, and renku as minor, non-literary forms. At the same time, 
they also rejected the conservative, hierarchical establishment ruled over by mediocre 
successors to the first Senryū. These latter-day Senryū-school masters tried to preserve 
the style of the old anthologies, an approach that went against the new styles and 
free-thinking of Japanese poets in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Therefore the 
forward-looking poets who wanted to develop and expand the old style championed 
by Karai Senryū into a form capable of dealing with modern realities and tastes also 
rejected the old terms such as «verses chosen by Senryū» or «crazy verses.» To modern 
poets, these old terms connoted the shallow, boring verses still being cranked out by 
the backward-looking Senryūschool masters. And since Shikihad rejected renku and 
zappai, including the verses judged by Senryū, and denied their status as «haiku,» the 
early modern poets who admired Senryū and Goryōken needed to find a new name 
for this form that had been outcast from the realm of «true» literature. The consensus 
that emerged, however, satisfied few. According to the politically based compromise 
that was reached, verses in this style would tentatively be called «senryu» to honor 
Karai Senryū. Nevertheless, naming a genre after an editor is odd and inaccurate and 
also gives the impression that senryu is a separate, individual genre with no integral 
relationship to haiku, so in the twentieth century many attempts to give senryu a 
new name were made. However, inertia has so far prevented any change in the name. 
Among the many candidates proposed for a new name, my favorite is ryūku, suggested 
by the modern experimental senryu poet and theorist Yamamura Yū. In future decades 
a new name may emerge, or perhaps senryu and contemporary haiku will eventually 
merge. Right now nothing is certain except that the name senryu brings problematic 
baggage with it.

Ёrshik: When Karai Senryu died in 1790, Issa was 27 years old. Do you think, there is any 
chance they could have met?

CD: I have no idea whether Issa and Karai Senryū ever met, but I tend to doubt it. Senryū 
was a zappai master, and he was strictly a judge of verses, as many zappai masters 
were. He didn’t leave behind any haikai, zappai, or known senryu, though he might 
have added a few of his own verses to his winning selections, since the names of the 
winning poets weren’t listed on the broadsheets of winning verses that he published. 
In order to meet him, Issa would have had to have been a member of the zappai group 
of which Senryū was the master. If Issa had been a member, it’s likely there would have 
been some record, and it’s also likely he wouldn’t have been able to become a student 
of the haikai poets in the Katsushika school of haikai from which he learned haikai as a 
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young man. It’s possible Issa might have submitted a few zappai tsukeku linked to the 
zappai maeku verses published by Senryū in his advertisements for the competitions 
he sponsored. Verses were submitted, along with a rather stiff entrance fee, at various 
places, mostly tea houses, in Edo, so Issa could have submitted verses incognito, though 
the people who accepted the verses at each tea house would probably have known his 
identity. The problem for Issa would have been that the Katsushika school of haikai, 
which went back to a follower of Basho, was rather conservative and stressed sedate, 
elegant verses about nature and other traditional topics, so Issa would probably have 
been expelled from the school if he were known to be writing senryu. The Katsushika 
school was headed by a samurai, and its masters were socially as well as esthetically 
opposed to what Senryū and other zappai masters were doing.

Ёrshik: Many works on Japanese poetry by Donald Keene and others point out that the style 
of Issa’s haiku is very humorous and human, he often uses colloquial language, regional 
dialects, borrows extensively from proverbs and old sayings, wrote parodies and rather 
critical poems, which are all characteristics of senryu rather than haiku. Was Issa interested 
in senryu at all? Do you know how he viewed his poetry and who he regarded as his main 
influences?

CD: To answer this question, a little more background needs to be filled in. First of 
all, you mention the following characteristics of Issa’s haikai: «....Issa’s haiku is very 
humorous and human, he often uses colloquial language, regional dialects, borrows 
extensively from proverbs and old sayings, wrote parodies and rather critical poems, 
which are all characteristics of senryu rather than haiku.» This is a good summary of the 
typical traditional Basho-centric view of Issa within the context of Edo-period haikai, 
but it ignores the research on haikai history that has been done in the last few decades. 
This research by many Japanese scholars makes it clear that the characteristics you 
mention above are not unique to Issa. They can also be found in Danrin haikai in the 
1670s and after, especially in Osaka, the haikai of the Edo-za poets (popular masters 
in downtown Edo who developed an urban style different from Basho’s largely rural 
style), and by many haikai masters in the 18th century who wrote both haikai and 
zappai.

Until around 1950, many scholars and critics tended – influenced by the worship of 
Basho as a god in the late Edo period and by the literary taste of Shiki and his followers – 
to view Basho and Buson, with their highbrow, self-consciously literary approach, as 
the twin peaks of haikai tradition. At the same time, they considered Issa, like Danrin, 
Edo-za, and zappai, to be minor literature or even to be corruptions of the «true» haikai 
tradition begun by Basho. More recently, however, Issa has gained recognition as a 
serious poet (seriously humorous....), and these mainstream but neglected humorous 
and colloquial haikai traditions have also been once more recognized as worthy 
and interesting. Recent research suggests Issa is part of this older humorous, earthy, 
colloquial, satirical, and mainly commoner haikai tradition, which also goes back to 
medieval haikai written by progressive renga poets. If Issa is related to senryu, if is 
probably through his various links to this perennial colloquial, humorous, experimental 
haikai tradition. After all, as I mentioned earlier, what we now call senryu was, in Issa’s 
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time, regarded as a form of zappai or as a subgenre of haikai, not as an independent 
genre. Even Basho’s most talented follower, Kikaku, allowed his students to engage in 
zappai linking contests, mainly of two verses, in order to improve their haikai linking 
skills. And he and other Edo-za masters began to list the best single verses at the end 
of the renku collections they published. They would also rank the best single verses 
by giving them individual scores, and sometimes they made comments about why 
certain verses were outstanding. Then, early in the 18th century, one of Kikaku’s former 
students, the talented Osaka poet Tantan, began publishing collections of haikai in 
a way that eventually made what we call senryu possible. He was a haikai poet, but 
he also put strong emphasis on high-quality individual verses, and he decided to put 
together anthologies of the best single interior (hiraku) verses from various renku he 
had read or been involved with.

They were renku, not zappai, so he didn’t list pairs of linked verses, just outstanding 
verses which could be understood by readers on their own, whether they were 5-7-5 
verses or 7-7 verses. Tantan’s anthologies from the Osaka-Kyoto area soon influenced 
the Edo haikai poet Ki-itsu to make rather similar anthologies of single interior verses 
from various renku sequences, which he published for several years, due to their 
popularity. Karai Senryū surely was surely aware of these anthologies, called Mu-
Tamagawa, and his own contribution was to use a similar editing policy with pairs of 
zappai verses instead of using single verses from renku. Senryū wrote only simple 7-7 
previous verses, and this allowed maximum freedom to the linking poets and made 
possible many variations on the simple, abstract themes in his 7-7 verses.

Then Goryōken Arubeshi took the next step and followed Tantan and Ki-itsu by relinking 
senryu to renku. He did this by eliminating the 7-7 previous verse completely from the 
Haifū Yanagidaru anthologies of verses judged earlier by Senryū that Goryōken edited 
so skillfully. This meant that the verses in the Haifū Yanagidaru anthologies were no 
longer zappai verses but virtual renku verses standing by themselves. Goryōken seems 
to have been a haikai writer or at least a very perceptive lover of haikai, and one of his 
goals seems to have been to have senryu recognized as a worthy subgenre of haikai. 
Within the context of Edo’s vivid, dynamic commoner culture, which valued humor, 
satire, irony, parody, colloquial expressions, and earthy, pungent proverbs, it seems 
likely that many readers regarded what we now call senryu as a form of colloquial, 
humorous haikai. Since there were many cheap lending libraries, the young Issa may 
well have read through some of the Haifū Yanagidaru anthologies and recognized 
similarities with his own haikai tastes and sensibility. He may also have read and been 
influenced by the many humorous and satirical prose books, often illustrated, that 
were published in Edo during the same period in which the first anthologies of senryu 
were also being published. Issa was surely also influenced by Kabuki drama, which 
he loved to watch. Many of the rhythms, humor, and pungent colloquial back-and-
forth styles found in Kabuki can also be found in Issa’s haikai. So Issa was undoubtedly 
influenced by the whole of Edo culture, a vigorous and creative urban cultural mix that 
made possible many things, including Edo-za haikai, zappai, and what is called senryu.
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Probably the biggest single literary influence on Issa was the haikai poet Kikaku, 
mentioned above, who was a follower and younger colleague of Basho but who wrote 
with an urban sensibility that made Basho feel uneasy. Basho loved taking long trips to 
rural areas and to remnants of Japan’s past. Kikaku, on the other hand, unhesitatingly 
wrote about all sorts of human relationships, including love, and was a heavy drinker 
known for his wit, good ear, and sharp sense of humor. He also helped establish zappai 
in Edo, though he used it mainly for his students, including Tantan, mentioned above, 
who is one of the actual founders or enablers of what is now called senryu. When 
Issa traveled around western Japan he carried very little, but he always seems to have 
walked along with Kikaku’s works in his bag. And in his early haibun called Record of 
Blossom Viewing, he writes a hokku indicating that he almost shamanically feels the 
dead Kikaku to be his older brother, a spirit traveling around with him to view the 
blossoms of Edo. Since older brother was a phrase commonly used to refer to an older 
male lover, Issa may even have had a «platonic» crush on Kikaku, who also appears, 
hovering toward him in the mist, in the last verse of one of his renku. Formally, Issa 
considered himself to be following the poetics of Basho, but his verses are actually 
much closer to those of Kikaku. Issa also mentions in his diary that he had copies of 
some of the works of Saikaku, a worldly, often humorous and earthy fiction writer and 
a wildly imaginative, humorous Danrin haikai poet who lived in Osaka. Issa must have 
learned about Saikaku’s works when he visited western Japan, and his style resembles 
Saikaku’s in various ways. Issa was also influenced by Seibi and Michihiko, two leading 
contemporary haikai poets. Seibi must have introduced him to the haikai of Buson, 
whose influence can be seen in some of Issa’s more pictorial hokku.

Ёrshik: The school young Issa belonged to considered senryu unrefined, as you said. How 
were senryu perceived by the haikai masters of the Edo period?

CD: Senryu were regarded by their contemporaries as 1) a very popular form of zappai 
(maeku-zuke), 2) a subgenre of haikai (renku, hokku), or 3) as a new form of zappai 
located somewhere between traditional zappai and haikai. There were various kinds 
of haikai masters/teachers in Edo in the 18th and early 19th centuries. Some of them, a 
minority, were involved in the highbrow «Back to Basho» movement, and they looked 
down on vulgar zappai – including even the selections made by Karai Senryū – as a 
corruption of «pure» haikai that was written for the sake of art, not for the sake of 
winning contests and/or getting prizes. The Katsushika school, to which Issa belonged 
when he was young, was one such group, though he later expanded his contacts. The 
majority of Edo haikai poets, however, belonged to the Edo-za group, which claimed 
Kikaku as its main founder and practiced worldly urban haikai filled with humor, ribald 
images, and colloquial expressions. There were also some masters who followed the 
Danrin style that came to Edo from Osaka. It, too, prized humor, worldly realism, and 
ordinary spoken language. Masters and other poets in these last two groups, Edo-za 
and Edo Danrin, would have been interested in senryu and may have submitted zappai 
to Karai Senryū’s contests. It’s hard to know, since Senryū didn’t publish the names of 
the poets, only the sites in Edo where the verses were received, but the high level of 
the verses submitted to Senryū’s contests suggests that some Edo-za haikai masters 
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who wrote zappai as well as hokku and renku, along with some of the followers of 
these masters, may have submitted verses to Senryū’s contests. Masters who began as 
Edo-za haikai poets and then switched to zappai would have been even more likely to 
have submitted verses, although they probably wouldn’t have been members of Karai 
Senryū’s own composition group, since they were holding composition meetings with 
their own groups. Haikai was extremely popular in Edo – it’s been estimated that one 
in six Edoites had a haikai name (haimyō) – so not only haikai masters but also some of 
their students probably submitted verses to Senryū’s contests.

Ёrshik: If Issa and some haikai masters of the Edo period could have participated in the 
maeku-zuke contests, do you think their poems could have been included in the Haifu 
Yanagidaru anthology or any other senryu publications?

CD: Yes, they have been. The names of the poets aren’t mentioned in the senryu 
collections, but a few have been identified by other means as writers of haikai, including 
zappai, and other genres. First of all, as I mentioned, Karai Senryū was a teacher and 
judge of zappai, a subgenre of haikai. His wife seems to have helped him with his 
very hard job of judging massive piles of entries for each contest, and in order to help 
him, his wife would probably have been a trained zappai poet herself. It is unclear 
whether either of them contributed any winning verses, but they could have done 
so using separate haikai names. Further, Goryōken Arubeshi, the genius editor of the 
early Haifū Yanagidaru anthologies of selected zappai «senryu» from Senryū’s contests, 
must have been a zappai master himself. Otherwise he wouldn’t have become a close 
colleague of Senryū and of the publisher of the anthologies. The fact that he calls the 
verses in the anthologies «haikai-style» and the fact that he included a renku kasen 
in the second Yanagidaru anthology strongly suggest that he had been trained as a 
haikai poet as well. Moreover, Goryōken probably included the renku kasen because 
he assumed that many readers would be interested in it, since they also wrote and 
read haikai. Goryōken himself had a haikai name, and many of his senryu are known 
to have been published in the anthologies he edited. In addition, the publisher of 
the early Yanagidaru anthologies, Hanaya Kyūjirō, was a haikai poet belonging to the 
worldly and humorous Edo Danrin school, and he also contributed senryu to the 
Yanagidaru anthologies. His bookstore published many books of haikai renku and 
zappai in addition to the Yanagidaru anthologies. It published, for example, a series of 
erotic senryu anthologies, one volume of which included an erotic renku.

A few other contributors have been identified by scholars. One was a daimyo lord who 
liked to write essays in an elegant Japanese style, and another, Tokugawa Munetake, 
was the second son of the eighth shogun and a famous waka poet. Judging by the 
locations at which the senryu were submitted, a number of other high-ranking samurai 
who were familiar with renga, waka, haikai, and Chinese poetry are also thought to 
have contributed to the Yanagidaru anthologies. Among commoners, a few have been 
hypothesized by their haikai names found in various documents. They include several 
masters of kyōku, or «crazy verses,» a name given to senryu-style zappai in its late period, 
a zappai master, the haikai master Ki-itsu II, the prose fiction writers Ippensha Jikku, 
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Ryūtei Tanehiko, and Fukutei Sanshō, a hokku master, several monks, storytellers, and 
musicians, two kyōka or «crazy waka» masters, the famous ukiyo-e artist Hokusai, and 
the Kabuki star Ichikawa Danjūrō VII. Most of these people had a known haikai name 
and wrote haikai, at least from time to time. They are, however, just the tiny tip of the 
unknown iceberg of contributors to the Yanagidaru collections.

Ёrshik: It is fair to say that poetry has to be viewed always in connection with the general 
trends of the period when the particular poets live. Issa lived during the «Golden Age of 
senryu.» He was a contemporary of Ota Nampo and many other masters of kyōka, and his 
poetry in many ways reflects the prevailing Edo culture. It was the time when haiku and senryu 
started to diverge and follow their own paths. Today, we witness the fact that the two styles 
converge again (especially of we compare literary senryu (bungei senryu) with mainstream 
modern haiku, both of which remind us of Issa. Do you think that modern Japanese haiku 
and senryu in general resemble the poetics of the Edo period, and specifically Issa’s style, or 
you think that they converge (if at all) on some different level?

CD: Of course historical context is very important, but genre history through time is 
equally important. If you look at linked verse history from the time of medieval renga 
(and even before) you can see a continuing double tradition that sometimes stays 
separate and sometimes merges a bit. It is somewhat similar to the distinction in 
Europe between a high and a parallel low tradition, and it is largely based on social 
distinctions: in Japan early high renga was closely linked to courtly waka, while low 
or popular renga was rooted in shamanic traditions. If you’re interested in this history, 
please see an article I wrote: «The Collision of Traditions in Saikaku’s Haikai, «Harvard 
Journal of Asiatic Studies vol. 52.1 (June 1992). This double tradition continues in haikai 
in the 17th century, when experimental, colloquial, humorous, and often bawdy Danrin 
haikai came to be opposed to more formalistic and modest Teimon haikai. Then Basho 
criticized the low Danrin style and tried to «raise» haikai up to high literature, a kind 
of high renga-style haikai based on pure estheticism with Buddhist overtones, a style 
continued by Buson and others. However, Danrin low haikai from Osaka and Kyoto 
continued to be popular in Edo, where it mixed with rather similar Edo-za or Edo-style 
low haikai, and out of this mixture came zappai and eventually senryu. So, though 
senryu was part of a golden age in the late 18th century, when Issa was young, the 
haikai and senryu of that time also showed a strong continuity with the low haikai of 
the 17th century. In the first half of the 19th century low haikai, senryu, and zappai 
continued to flourish, but they were soon rejected for failing to be art by most poets 
in the late 19th century, when Japanese writers were deeply influenced by European 
literary works and theories as well as by Victorian prudery.

In the 1920s and 30s low Edo literature made a big comeback as Japanese writers 
gradually reevaluated the past and were influenced by literary Modernism. After 
WWII, especially from the late 70s on, there was an «Edo Boom» during which even 
renku reappeared on the literary scene. Modernist experimentation with haiku and 
senryu deepened, and many art-haiku writers began to write without cutting words 
or seasonal phrases, although amateurs and group-oriented haiku writers generally 
continued in the traditional mode. In the twenty-first century there is often little formal 
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difference between haiku and senryu, with many haiku being humorous and many 
senryu being serious, though it’s common to hear the opinion that senryu and hokku 
«feel» a little different.

Issa was very popular with experimental and with realist haiku writers in the 1920s and 
30s. He offered a model for directly dealing with contemporary life, including its darker 
sides, for writing in a confessional mode that was sincere as well as humorous, and for 
writing in a romantic way using devices such as personification. Issa differed from many 
other poets in his time, however, by writing only a few hokku about his own love life 
or about erotic subjects, both of which were important in most commoner Edo haikai, 
senryu, and zappai. Perhaps Issa’s father and half-mother were very strict on him when 
he was young. Also, his first haikai teachers were in the conservative Katsushika school, 
which went back to an Edo follower of Basho and was headed by a powerful samurai 
haikai poet, so Issa was trained above all in restrained natural description. Luckily Issa’s 
years of wandering and his freely chosen poetic studies later allowed him to develop 
his own highly humanistic and colloquial style along with a spontaneous, energetic 
mode of composition. In my opinion, Issa was important in helping twentieth-century 
haiku to free itself from Shiki’s narrow pictorial and objective style and in dealing more 
effectively with human emotions, society, and freewheeling humor about all aspects of 
life, but, at the same time, it was the realization of their continuity with the Edo-period 
low haikai tradition, which resurfaced in the 20s and 30s, that allowed haiku poets of 
the time to claim Issa as their contemporary. Thus the modern historical context and 
centuries-long haikai tradition were probably equally important for these poets.

In senryu, I think it was probably the resurgence of low Edo traditions in the prewar 
period – at a time when the Edo period was still a palpable presence in terms of ordinary 
Japanese daily life – that resulted in the very high level of senryu writing in the first 
half of the twentieth century. In addition to Kenkabō, Kuraki, and the Six Masters, there 
were many other truly outstanding senryu poets before the war whose work has rarely 
been equaled in the postwar period. I’m sorry we can’t talk about them today. Perhaps 
we can at another time. This not to say that there haven’t been many good postwar 
senryu writers, but only to say that many of the works of those earlier writers still give 
off a special aura and a subliminal power that hasn’t faded at all over time. By the 
1970s old Edo had largely disappeared from daily life and was hidden by the noise 
of the mass media and the life-rhythms of the high-growth economy. Haiku, on the 
other hand, seems to have benefited from its newfound freedom after the war and its 
deepened encounter with progressive European poetry, and postwar haiku poets have 
held their own, producing many truly outstanding haiku. Perhaps this has something 
to do with the difference between lyric poetry (haiku) and a humorous, mixed form 
(senryu), or perhaps haiku only belatedly got in touch with its Edo-period low haikai 
roots after being loosened up by European experimental poetry in the postwar period. 
The haiku establishment in the early part of the twentieth century had been rather 
stodgy, dogmatic, and inflexible.

Ёrshik: In the book «Understanding Humor in Japan» edited by Jessica Milner Davis, professor 
Masashi Kobayashi cites two poems, one from the Haifū Yanagidaru vol.1 (published in 1760) 
and one by Issa:
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ひんぬいた大根で道を教えられ

With the radish 
He had pulled he pointed 
The way

(Ko-senryu)

大根引き大根で道を教えけり 

The radish puller 
Using the radish 
Told me the way

(Kobayashi Issa)

He quotes Fukumoto Ichirō, who explains the difference between these two poems in his book 
«Haiku To Senryu» stating that Issa’s hokku has the formal structure of a haiku and contains 
a kireji (-keri), which indicates that Issa was emotionally touched by the scene and that his ku 
is much more serious compared to almost identical senryu, which is just a funny observation.

We would appreciate your comments on these two poems. How do you see the difference? 
Do you agree that adherence to a formal haiku structure can «raise» a poem from senryu to 
haiku? Do you think Issa knew this senryu or it was just a coincidence?

CD: Okay, let’s compare the Haifū Yanagidaru senryu with Issa’s hokku, both of which 
are found in Masashi Kobayashi’s chapter in Understanding Humor in Japan, edited by 
Jessica M. Davis, p. 165. Here is the senryu:

hinnuita       with a daikon 
daiko de michi o      he just pulled up 
oshierare       I’m shown the way

And here is Issa’s hokku:

daiko-hiki       with a daikon 
daiko de michi o      he just pulled up 
oshiekeri       he shows me the way

A daikon is a long, thick white radish about twice the size of a large carrot, and pulling 
one up requires a lot of effort, especially since the winter soil is cold and hard.

Issa’s hokku was written later than the senryu, but it is not known whether Issa knew 
the senryu or not. In his book Haiku to senryu (Haiku and Senryu) the haiku scholar 
Fukumoto Ichirō claims that these two poems are essentially different because they 
belong to different genres. However, he unfortunately fails to distinguish between the 
two basic types of senryu. The first type consists of those judged as 5-7-5 tsukeku or 
linked reply verses by Karai Senryū and published by him in broadsheet form, with 
the 7-7 maeku or previous verses also given, and the second type are the 5-7-5 linked 
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reply verses collected and treated as single independent verses by Goryōken Arubeshi 
when he edited the Haifū Yanagidaru anthologies. Readers did not necessarily want to 
read the previous verses, and Goryōken told readers that he had chosen verses that 
could stand by themselves without the previous verses. Further, he edited about 20% 
of the verses he used in his anthologies in order to make them better able to stand 
alone as independent poems instead of being linked replies to previous verses.

Thus it was Goryōken, not Senryū, who revolutionized zappai and did most of the work 
in creating the new zappai form we now ironically call senryu. His genius was to use 
(sometimes revised) maeku-zuke linked verses chosen by Senryū that had a two-part (or 
three-part) structure within themselves capable of creating internal dialogs, much as 
hokku do in renku. He discovered that internal renku 5-7-5 verses or hiraku were also 
capable of having double structures and standing alone like hokku – that is, they were like 
hokku without seasonal words and sometimes had kireji or cutting words, though they 
differed somewhat from the most commonly used cutting words in hokku. Thus, unlike 
Senryū’s broadsheets, the Yanagidaru volumes contain only independent 5-7-5 verses 
without the 7-7 previous verses that originally occasioned them. Without Goryōken’s 
insight and invention, it’s unlikely that the form known as senryu would exist today.

Thus there are two ways of reading senryu, and Goryōken’s way, which emphasizes 
the artistry of individual verses, was imitated and further developed in the twentieth 
century. It frees the 5-7-5 maeku-zuke verses from their dependence on previous 
verses and therefore allows more freedom of interpretation, and in the case of the 
daikon radish senryu above it allows the senryu to transcend the narrow humor of the 
original previous verse used by Senryū, which was «ridiculous! ridiculous!» The word 
«ridiculous» can mean «strange, amazing,» but it can also be read as implying that 
the senryu is about a city person making fun of a country farmer. Fukumoto chooses 
to read the senryu in the old style, with the previous verse attached (see pp. 102-3), 
and therefore he reads condescension into the senryu and feels the senryu is very 
different from Issa’s hokku, which is based on a relationship of equality. However, if 
one reads the senryu as it is found in the Yanagidaru anthology as a single independent 
poem, then there is no need to see the tone of the senryu as being one of mild ridicule 
and condescension. In fact, the senryu seems, when read literally as a single verse, 
to be a rather humble expression of thanks to a farmer who is working very hard in 
his field. The farmer has just exerted himself and has finally managed to pull up a big 
daikon, and he must be breathing heavily, gasping for breath. Unable to speak for a 
few moments, he shows the traveler which path to take by using the daikon, which 
is so heavy he no doubt needs to hold it with both hands as he points it. A feeling of 
warm humor is overlapped with sympathy and gratitude. The verb is in the passive 
voice, indicating that the traveler feels instructed or enlightened by the farmer. The 
traveler seems impressed by the improvisational communicative skill of the farmer and 
is astounded by the man’s use of the daikon. In this literal reading based on Goryōken’s 
editing, both the senryu and Issa’s hokku are about deeply emotional communication 
between equals.
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Fukumoto further claims that the use of haikai formality, especially the use of the kireji 
cutting word -keri, makes Issa’s hokku decisively different from the senryu. To make this 
contrast, he again seems to be referring the old maeku-zuke two-verse format used by 
Senryū in his contests and on the broadsheets he published. Fukumoto argues that 
the cutting word –keri in the last line of Issa’s hokku expresses Issa’s deep feeling of 
being impressed by the farmer and conveys this feeling to the reader, who is able to 
feel Issa’s feeling because of the effect of the exclamatory cutting word. He assumes 
that the powerful exclamatory power of the cutting word is what allows Issa’s emotion 
to be duplicated by the reader. To me this seems doubtful. Cutting words alone convey 
nothing out of context. Unless the form (the cutting word) matches the content (the 
emotion Issa seeks to recreate), then the impact on the reader is surely not very 
profound. In Issa’s hokku the form and content are matched, so readers feel a deep 
sympathy for the farmer after reading it, but the same can be said of the senryu, which 
ends with the cutting word -re, a continuative particle which gives readers a feeling 
that the end of the senryu is only a pause, and that the deep gratitude of the traveler 
at being taught or enlightened continues on for some time in his/her mind or heart. 
There is something almost religious or sublime about the farmer’s simple but profound 
act that can move readers of both the senryu and Issa’s hokku. Fukumoto also claims 
the hokku is different from the senryu because it has two parts, but the senryu, too, is 
a kind of dialog between two different strongly contrasting images, with the particle 
de in the second line acting as the connecting hinge in the two-part structure. So I’m 
afraid I have to disagree with Fukumoto’s interpretation of these two poems and the 
strong distinction he makes between them. If anything, the muscular energy of the 
senryu and the continuity it creates between earth and air and between man and man 
make the offer of help by the hard-working farmer even more moving than in Issa’s 
hokku, which is more static, but I think this is a point on which different readers will 
have different opinions and feelings.

Although I can’t go into any more examples here, after reading Fukumoto’s book I 
find myself even more convinced that there is no decisive difference between haiku 
and what we now call senryu. This is above all because Fukumoto is an unabashed 
essentialist, and I am not. He believes literary genres have timeless essences that do 
not change over the centuries and that haiku and senryu will always be essentially 
different, while I am not fond of essentialism in literary, social, racial, or gender 
contexts. History always outwits abstract forms and concepts. Readers who are fond of 
essentialism, however, will surely enjoy Fukumoto’s book, though I should mention one 
other problem with Fukumoto’s approach. It is that he ignores the pathbreaking work 
of literary scholars such as Suzuki Katsutada, who has made zappai a legitimate field 
of study in recent decades, as well as the historical studies of scholarly-minded senryu 
poets such as Bitō Sanryū. Bitō’s studies, for example, have shown that the senryu in 
Yanagidaru often contain cutting words, just as hokku do, although the most common 
are not always equally common kireji in hokku: -keri, -nari, and -tari are most commonly 
shared kireji between the two genres, while senryu often use the particle no in ways 
similar to the use of ya in hokku. Bitō also shows that Yanagidaru senryu have complex 
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internal rhythms and breaks and often have two-part structures that are different from 
internal hiraku in haikai and are surprisingly close to hokku.

In the light of recent scholarship, the most memorable quote in Fukumoto’s book 
for me is this statement on p. 220 by the major twentieth-century haiku poet Hino 
Sōjō: «Haiku is a 5-7-5 poetic form. And the opposite is also true: all 5-7-5 poetic forms 
are haiku.... Haiku and senryu have been coming noticeably closer to each other in 
recent years, and the border between them is becoming more and more unclear. 
Border crossings have been taking place in an atmosphere of mutual good will by 
people on both sides. The 5-7-5 poems written by senryu poets who subjectively feel 
they are writing senryu are sometimes, objectively speaking, haiku, and some of the 
5-7-5 poems haiku poets subjectively feel are haiku likewise seem, when regarded 
objectively, to be senryu.» Other major haiku poets, such as Kaneko Tōta, agree, and 
the senryu poet Kōno Haruzō stated that senryu and haiku were simply two different 
styles or schools (ecoles) within the same genre. Haifū Yanagidaru seems to agree with 
this opinion. The long historical process of border-crossing was already taking place 
while the Haifū Yanagidaru anthologies were being published, as the comparison of 
Issa’s hokku and the senryu above suggests. Still, modern and contemporary senryu 
and haiku have diversified and overlapped in many ways and now deal with all sorts of 
new subject matter and new prosody, and many contemporary senryu and haiku poets 
have been exploring ways of crossing the gradually disappearing border between the 
two 5-7-5 forms.

Ёrshik: Apart from maeku-zuke (which later adopted the name of senryu), there were other 
popular forms of zappai in the Edo period, such as kamurizuke, kutsuzuke, oriku, kaibun, etc. 
Could you elaborate a little bit on history of these forms of zappai, please?

As I mentioned, Haifū Yangidaru senryu differ from maeku-zuke in one sense. The senryu 
chosen by Senryū and printed on the broadsheets he distributed are maeku-zuke, since 
they give the mae-ku to which the verses are linked. The great leap made by Goryōken 
Arubeshi was that he decoupled the verses in his anthologies from their previous verses 
(the maeku). For the Haifū Yangidaru anthologies he chose from Senryū’s broadsheets 
only verses that could stand alone, and he also edited some of these verses so they 
could better stand alone without their maeku, and after a few issues he stopped putting 
in the maeku, since they weren’t necessary for understanding the verses. This is similar 
to the earlier approach to editing outstanding individual renku verses pioneered by 
Tantan in Osaka and Ki-itsu in Edo, so many people believe Goryōken Arubeshi was 
also a haikai renku poet. His editing deemphasized linking, which is crucial in zappai, 
and he stressed single-verse artistry, almost as if the verses in the anthologies were 
non-seasonal hokku. A hokku normally had to have a season word or phrase in it, but 
Goryōken Arubeshi was in effect asserting that senryu could stand alone like hokku 
and at the same time be non-seasonal and focused on human affairs like the internal 
verses in renku.

The name zappai means two things, and has been interpreted by different zappai poets 
in two different ways. First it means «various other kinds of haikai,» that is, various new, 
usually shorter forms of haikai linked verse, and second, it means haikai linked verses 
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that are non-seasonal (zō). The character 雑 in zappai  雑俳 can be pronounced both 
zatsu and zō, and these two meanings coexist naturally. So zappai is basically a form 
of human-centered linked verse that reflects the values and outlook of commoner city 
people in the Edo period. The first form of zappai to become popular was the two-
verse maeku-zuke link, with the most common form being 5-7-5 verses linked to a 7-7 
maeku verse written by a haikai teacher who also taught zappai. In renga and standard 
renku, two-verse links usually consisted of a hokku and a wakiku, so zappai reversed 
the relationship. It ignored the hokku and began with a 7-7 internal verse. Zappai 
began in the middle of the 17th century as a form of practice used by haikai teachers 
to teach renku linking, but after a generation it began to be so popular among haikai 
students that many teachers began to hold zappai contests and award prizes. Soon 
many teachers of zappai who had no or only little experience with renku appeared 
on the scene, and many different zappai forms were invented in response to popular 
demand, while contests were opened to the general public as long as people paid a 
small entry fee. Basho was very critical of this kind of linking and shunned it, but many 
famous haikai teachers who favored worldly, colloquial haikai, including poets such as 
Saikaku and Kikaku, wrote and judged zappai.

Beginning in the late 17th century, another form of zappai called kasa-zuke or hat-link 
also became very popular in the Kyoto-Osaka area. Soon, in Edo, it came to be called 
kamuri-zuke or crown/hat/head-link, and it had other, similar names as well. This form 
resembles a hokku with a strong cutting word (such as ya) at the end of the first line or 
measure, since the zappai teacher would write one or more five-syllable first lines to 
which people would add a 7-5 reply. Since the first line or «hat» of the vertically written 
verse was decided from the beginning, this form required even more originality and 
ingenuity from the poets who replied than did the maeku-zuke form. The internal 
juxtaposition created by the two-poet format also tended to create stronger irony and 
humor, so this form remained popular and had many variations. For example, in Ise 
a type of crown-link called Ise kamuri-zuke became popular in the middle of the 18th 
century. In it the initial 5-syllable lines were published in pairs, differing slightly, and 
contestants wrote two replies, one in hokku style and one in zappai style. At the end 
the 18th century Ise zappai poets created another version of this form in which the 
first line and the reply were of variable length, which led to verses that were often 
quite colloquial or dramatic. Another interesting variant was the Dandan-zuke or step-
by-step linking, which appeared at the end of the 17th century. In this form, each verse 
had three parts. The teacher wrote a 5-syllable first line, and in the reply the 7-syllable 
second line and the 5-syllable third line were each self-contained. The 5-syllable third 
line then became the first line of the second zappai verse, and so on indefinitely, 
although six verses were a common length.

The kutsu-zuke or shoe-link, also became popular in at the very end of the 17th century. 
In this format, the zappai teacher published one or more 5-syllable last lines, and people 
responded by writing the 5-7 first and second lines to complete the 5-7-5 verse. This 
structure resembles a hokku with a strong cutting word at the end of the second line. 
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Since the verse was written by two people, however, the juxtaposition tended to be 
very strong, and the last line of the verse was often very surprising and humorous or 
ironic. Another format, the oriku, or fold-link, is taken from traditional waka. The zappai 
teacher would publish a word, usually of three syllables, and poets would reply with 
verses whose three lines began with those same three syllables in the same order in 
which they appeared in the original word. In the 1750s Osaka zappai poets began to use 
meaningless three-syllable phrases instead of words, and this allowed more freedom 
of response and proved widely popular, and many further small variations followed. 
Another form, one that was written in both 5-7-5 and 7-7 verses, was the kaibun (also 
kaimon), or palindrome. In response to a previous maeku verse, the palindrome verse 
could be read with the same pronunciation (but with different characters) both forward 
and backward. In many cases the pronunciation each way was slightly different though 
recognizably similar, and this allowed flexible and deeply meaningful responses as well 
as great possibilities for humor. Other formats relied on parodies of classical works, 
puns, and wordplay, but these are almost impossible to translate. In closing, I’d like 
to mention two other formats. The first is the chōku, or long verse, a transformation 
of the traditional maeku-zuke. In this form, a very long verse was written as a reply 
to a 7-7 previous verse, and both the link between verses and the long verse itself 
were important. The long reply verse was in free verse, usually 20 to 40 syllables long, 
and used vivid colloquial expressions, so the two verses together usually resemble 
humorous dialogs. Another format, called go-moji, or five syllables/syllabic letters, 
also took the maeku-zuke in a new direction by stressing extreme compression, since 
it was even shorter than a hokku. In this form, a topic of five syllables was published, 
and poets would reply with another verse of five syllables. The 10-syllable two-verse 
format demanded a high degree of compression, implication, and suggestion, and the 
link between the two mini-verses tended to be either beautiful or thought-provoking.

There were many other zappai formats as well, and they could all be used either 
artistically or simply as a game. People who want to write or appreciate zappai in 
English should study the full range of what was written.

Ёrshik: Nowadays, zappai are usually defined as poems in 5-7-5 form that are either written 
in regional dialects or generally are not viewed (by authors or readers, at least in the West) as 
either haiku or senryu. Do you agree with this modern definition of zappai or you think that 
there are some distinct features that allow us to say that zappai ex-senryu is still part of the 
Japanese poetic tradition?

CD: There were many popular zappai anthologies in the Edo period, and zappai 
remained a popular form up until the 1930s. It is still a legitimate form, however, and 
there are many zappai writers and publications in the Osaka-Kyoto area. The most 
popular contemporary zappai format is said to be the hat- or crown-link form in which 
one poet publishes a five-syllable first line to which each replying poet adds two lines 
to form a 5-7-5 verse. This means that a typical contemporary Japanese zappai is a 
two-part verse written jointly by two poets that has a strong break after the first line 
and is thus based on an internal link generated by juxtaposition. Contemporary senryu 
is also very popular in the Osaka-Kyoto area, and Japan’s largest senryu publishing 
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company, Shin’yōkan, is located in Osaka. There are, however, many senryu groups and 
websites in various parts of Japan.

Zappai in English and other foreign languages is free to be whatever it wants to be, but if 
it wants to take Japanese models into consideration, a couple of things might be worth 
remembering. One is that in most cases zappai were written as short non-seasonal 
linked verses and not as single verses. This continues to be true in contemporary Japan. 
Thus zappai differ from both hokku and from Haifū Yangidaru senryu. Breaks or cuts 
within a single zappai are usually stronger than haiku cutting words, since they involve 
a link between two different parts of a single composite verse. Senryu, too, usually 
have a strong break that has been called a «phantom break» in Japan because it is not 
between the explicit words of the senryu but between the literal meaning of the words 
and what they imply about their context. Bitō Sanryu has said that the basic trope of 
senryu is irony, since what a senryu says tends to reverse or strongly bend the context 
of what is said, thus causing a gap or a perceived break with the context. This is why 
modern and contemporary senryu writers sometimes leave an open space between 
words at the point of a significant gap or cut. Thus it appears that cutting words are 
not, as popularly believed, a feature that makes haiku a distinctive form. Rather, haiku 
cutting words are a muted and subtle form of the usually stronger two-part or three-
part breaks found in zappai as well as of the ironic breaks with their own context 
implied by senryu, in which the ironic break can come in various places, including 
immediately after the last word of the senryu verse. Because of the importance of 
breaks in zappai, I wonder how close single-verse zappai in English are to Japanese 
zappai. In terms of content, contemporary Japanese haiku, senryu, and zappai are all 
quite open to colloquial language and even so-called vulgar language, so I’m not sure 
how content or language level could affect zappai’s self-definition in English.

Ёrshik: In the beginning of our discussion, you mentioned that «the term senryu is a 
misnomer and a source of a lot of discomfort and discussion among many modern senryu 
poets and a fair number of progressive or non-traditional haiku poets in Japan». Could you 
name some of those modern senryuists and haijin, please? Where do these discussions take 
place (in some senryu clubs, online forums, media)? Are these discussions considered to be 
«internal affairs», or do Japanese senryu and haiku enthusiasts try to engage people from 
other countries and seek their views as well?

CD: At the end of the 19th century, as I mentioned, the most common name for senryu 
was kyōku or «crazy verses.» By that time senryu had generally become rather esoteric, 
and they were often erotic or used slang words or hidden metaphors that only Edo 
connoisseurs could understand. Therefore the founders of «modern» senryu rejected 
kyōku as a name and as a style. They were influenced by western ideas of art and poetry 
and wanted to make senryu more artistic and universal. As you know, Shiki was part 
of this movement, and he declared that hokku and renku were not art and that only 
haiku were artistic. Shiki wasn’t very interested in kyōku-style senryu, and he basically 
considered them to be «dirty ditties,» that is, erotic trivia. He even fired Sakai Kuraki 
as senryu editor at the newspaper where he was a main editor. Shiki thought that 
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even Kuraki, who was influenced by western poetic theory, was too interested in old 
Edo customs and sensibility in his senryu and in his choices of senryu to be published 
in the paper, and Shiki replaced Kuraki with Inoue Kenkabō, who used a lot of sharp 
political satire in his senryu. Kenkabō was an outstanding senryu poet, and he was 
not attached to Edo culture the way Kuraki was, so his senryu are even closer to being 
haiku-without-kigo (without seasonal phrases) than Kuraki’s. In fact, by the beginning 
of the 20th century the term «senryu» for the genre basically meant «artistic/poetic 
non-seasonal haiku» to all the major senryu writers. Kuraki and later Maeda Jakurō, 
however, also saw great artistry of a different kind in the old Edo senryu, especially 
in the early volumes of Haifū Yanagidaru edited by Goryōken Arubeshi. Still, even they 
wanted to write modern senryu that were different from the vulgar «crazy verses» of 
the late Edo period, so they used the name «senryu.»

Serious comparisons suggesting that modern senryu and haiku were actually very 
close became a topic of interest in the years before WWII and in the immediate postwar 
years. Many senryu and haiku poets were influenced by western modernism, and in 
the late 30s and early 40s they began noticing similarities between their poems, which 
were sometimes hard to differentiate except for the fact that senryu poets didn’t use 
kigo. However, senryu poets sometimes used kireji and other breaks, which were 
supposedly unique to haiku, and some, influenced by modernist or surrealist free 
verse, made unusual line breaks. At the same time, Jakurō published studies of Edo 
senryu and pointed out the close historical relationship between senryu and haikai: 
he thereby suggested that both senryu and haiku went back to the same ancestral 
form – renku – with haiku being a modern form of hokku, while senryu were a modern 
form of hiraku, or «internal verses» in renku. At the same time, modernist haiku poets 
such as Hino Sōjō, Okahashi Sensuke, Yagi Ema, and Tomizawa Kakio also did a lot 
of experimentation, and Sōjō went so far as to say that haiku and senryu were both 
slightly different styles of modern «short poetry» (tanshi-kei). Moreover, the work of 
these and other experimental haiku poets was often hard to distinguish from senryu 
in terms of subject matter, and Kakio often wrote haiku without any seasonal words.

Many other haiku poets wrote experimental haiku without seasonal words or traditional 
5-7-5 meter, and there was a growing general interest in modern senryu. In 1940 the 
prestigious journal Haikai kenkyū published articles by Jakurō and Kawakami Santarō 
about similarities and differences between senryu and haiku, and both writers suggested 
there were convergences between the two closely related forms, with Santarō arguing 
that senryu as «pure poems» (junshi) were essentially the same as haiku. In the same 
year the journal also carried an anthology of modern senryu by Jakurō, Santarō, and 
three other senryu poets whose work was considered worthwhile by haiku poets – 
Ōshima Mukan’ō, Sugimoto Monta, and Kawamura Karyō. Also in the same year, three 
articles in the journal by haiku poets suggested similar themes. Nakamura Kusadao 
said he felt the two genres were similar and needed to be discussed more in relation to 
each other, Yagi Ema wrote that senryu basically are haiku because of their 17-syllable 
form, and Iida Dakotsu concluded that there was no essential difference between 
haiku and senryu and that both had equal artistic value.
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This public dialog was interrupted by the war. Some poets were drafted, while others 
received editorial censorship from the government, which like the German government, 
tried to stop the spread of modernism in various arts. In haiku, Takahama Kyoshi took 
the lead in purging experimental haiku poets from the ranks of «acceptable» haiku 
writers, while in senryu political humor and satire were forbidden. Soon after the end 
of the war, however, the dialog was renewed for a time by some those poets who 
remained. For example, Jakurō and his followers began experimenting with writing 
renku because they felt that the essential link between senryu (internal verses) and 
haiku (hokku) was traditional renku linked verse. However, other topics soon became 
more important in the immediate postwar period.

In the 1960s interest in bridging the distance between senryu resurfaced. In 1964 one 
haiku and two senryu journals published articles about it. At around the same time, 
the free verse and senryu poet Kōno Haruzō published several books and articles in 
which he argued influentially that haiku and senryu were not separate genres but 
were more like separate «schools» or styles within a single genre. Haruzō was echoed 
by Yamamura Yū, a senryu, haiku, and free verse poet, who reasserted the theory that 
senryu and haiku were both, along with free verse, three branches of the same «short 
poem» genre. He excluded tanka, which he considered to be of medium length. At 
the same time, Matsumoto Yoshimi was attracting attention by writing experimental 
senryu with variable line lengths that in some ways resembled free verse poems, while 
Okahashi Sensuke wrote both haiku and senryu that were impossible to separate from 
each other. Other experimental senryu writers who ignored the boundary between 
senryu and haiku (and sometimes surrealist free verse) include Nakamura Tomiji, Imai 
Kamohei, and Shibata Gorō. Experimental haiku poets who expressed interest in senryu 
or were influenced by senryu include Kaneko Tōta (who writes haiku without season 
words, has edited a saijiki of important non-seasonal or muki haiku expressions, and 
has stated that «free haiku» and senryu are very similar), Hayashida Kineo, Kusumoto 
Kenkichi, Katō Tarō, and Takayanagi Jūshin. Jūshin was very creative and experimental, 
and both his free spirit and his subject matter often suggest senryu, but he felt that the 
two forms, while similar, differed in minor ways.

In the last twenty years discussions of the relation between senryu and haiku have 
once more become frequent. In the 90s there was a so-called «new wave» of haiku 
poets who were groping their way beyond the leads left behind by Takayanagi Jūshin 
and other experimental haiku poets, and some of these younger haiku poets have 
shown an interest in senryu. Ōnishi Yasuyo considers herself to be a senryu poet who 
uses nature words «though not as kigo»(!), but she is regularly referred to as a haiku 
poet and is included in haiku anthologies. Her senryu, which she sometimes refers 
to as «one-line poems,» since senryu and haiku are written in one vertical line in 
Japanese, completely ignore the haiku-senryu border, as have the non-seasonal haiku 
of Natsuishi Ban’ya, whose haiku are often quite humorous and deal with all sorts of 
non-traditional content.
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In a different register, Tokizane Shinko writes series of senryu that sometimes seem to 
be haiku and at other times seem to be compressed lyrical tanka. This border-crossing 
trend continues, and it’s said that writers of artistic haiku (as opposed to followers 
of traditional haiku «masters») often read senryu, just as contemporary senryu poets 
often read haiku. One leading senryu poet, Watanabe Takao, who writes humorous 
and often surreal poems, also writes essays. In one he asserts half-humorously that 
senryu is a more inclusive category than haiku, and that haiku is gradually outgrowing 
its older identity and realizing that it is one part of the senryu genre. Another senryu 
poet and critic, Koike Masahiro, has written a whole book about why senryu must also 
have a rapprochement with renku. He feels that the current renku revival in Japan 
offers an excellent chance for senryu and haiku poets to explore how senryu, haiku, 
and renku are all closely linked at a deep level, but he admits that many contemporary 
senryu poets, unlike haiku poets, don’t find renku attractive because of their one-sided 
educations. Among senryu poets, only Jakurō and his aging protege Bitō Sanryū have 
stressed the importance of renku.

As for the future, the main obstacle to the unification of senryu and haiku is social. 
Haiku poets are much more numerous, and many of them still consider haiku to be a 
high art form in contrast to senryu, which is felt to be closer to vulgar entertainment. 
This comforting elitist view comes down from the purist and somewhat otherworldly 
lifestyles of Basho, Buson and others, and it is not something many conservative haiku 
poets seem to want to relinquish. Therefore it’s likely that talk of haiku’s «essence» 
being ontologically and artistically different from senryu’s essence will continue for 
several more decades. However, the association of high art with elites and rarefied, 
anti-vulgar esthetics is breaking down in Japan as elsewhere, so I myself guess that 
eventual unification is inevitable. In a recent essay, senryu poet Satō Yoshifumi 
hypothesizes that because senryu and haiku are basically the same genre, senryu will 
eventually be absorbed into haiku, since the haiku population is larger. Then again, 
Watanabe Takao could be right that haiku will someday be absorbed into senryu. Or, 
alternatively, a compromise could be reached, with both genres taking the same new 
name, such as «short poem,» as suggested by Japanese poets in the 1960s. Though 
their current names may disappear, both senryu and haiku will surely have an exciting 
and innovative future.

***

Japanese names are given in the reverse order (family name first).
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The journal of senryu and kyoka Ershik is published in Russian on a quarterly basis. 
In addition to this, once a year we publish a special issue, where we present selected 
English versions (or English originals as the case may be) of the poems previously 
published in the regular issues.

We consider original senryu and kyoka as well as essays and articles on the related 
topics in English, French, German, Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Russian and Ukrainian 
that have not previously appeared in edited publications or in public internet forums, 
groups and communities. Poems previously published on personal web-sites, blogs or 
in closed internet forums, groups and communities are welcome.

One poem in every regular issue is awarded an Editor’s Choice prize of 575 roubles 
(approximately 17 USD) or equivalent in other currencies.

Please submit your works (not more than 10 per issue) in the body of an e-mail to 
info@ershik.com  together with your name or pen-name. If you would like your poems 
to be published anonymously, please let us know accordingly. Acceptance notifications 
are sent to the authors by 1 March, 1 June, 1 September and 1 December for the regular 
issues and by 15 March for the special English issue.

By submitting your works to Ershik you agree that they can be published on Ershik’s 
web-site www.ershik.com as well as in the electronic and printed versions of the 
magazine at any time. All other rights are returned to the authors upon publication.

Submission Guidelines
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